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Why GAO Did This Study

What GAO Found

Audit activities help ensure taxpayers
pay the right amount of tax and help
address the net $385 billion tax gap—
the difference between the amount of
taxes paid voluntarily and on time, and
the amount owed. Audit programs in
W&I mainly cover refundable credits
reported on the Form 1040, Individual
Income Tax Return. The hundreds of
thousands of taxpayers whom W&I
interacts with annually during audits
make it critical to apply the tax law
fairly. Unfair selection would increase
burden on taxpayers and reduce public
confidence in IRS.

Three offices in the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) Wage and Investment
division (W&I) are responsible for selecting returns for audit. Most returns are
selected via computer systems that automatically send notices to taxpayers
based on certain criteria, such as the validity of dependents. W&I program
officials annually review the criteria and apply updates to the following filing
season’s returns. In 2014, about 59 percent of all W&I audits—more than
516,000—were selected with a specialized computer tool called the Dependent
Database, while the remainder was selected through a combination of referrals
and manual selection methods.

GAO was asked to review W&I’s audit
selection process. This report (1)
describes the W&I process for
selecting tax returns for audit, and (2)
determines how well W&I's audit
selection procedures support its
mission and goal to apply the tax law
with integrity and fairness to all. GAO
reviewed documentation on program
procedures, an audit work plan, and
various Internal Revenue Manual
sections; analyzed audit data from
fiscal years 2013 and 2014; and
interviewed relevant IRS officials.

What GAO Recommends
GAO recommends, among other
things, that IRS establish program
objectives and definitions of key terms
such as “fairness” that apply to audit
selection and use those definitions in
assessing its selection performance;
document selection processes more
thoroughly; and document that
changes to procedures are done in a
timely manner. IRS generally agreed
with all seven recommendations and
provided additional comments
reprinted in appendix II.

W&I generally has established a positive environment for internal controls but
could improve several areas in its audit selection procedures to support its
mission. GAO found several procedures that establish a positive environment for
promoting internal controls, such as ethics training. In addition, IRS has guidance
to help ensure that decisions about updates to audit selection criteria are
correctly implemented in its automated systems. However, W&I does not have
established objectives for its audit selection process, and existing performance
measures focus on audit results rather than audit selection. In addition, W&I has
not defined key terms such as “fairness and integrity,” as required by internal
control standards. Documented objectives and key terms would help W&I hone
the measures it uses to assess its audit selection efforts and bring a consistent
understanding of “fairness and integrity” to audit selection staff.
GAO also found that not all elements of the selection process were appropriately
documented. For example, W&I does not have clear documentation about how
the three offices that select the majority of returns W&I audits interact with one
another. Additionally, one guidance document notes that returns with the highest
audit potential should be marked, but it does not describe how audit potential is
determined or any related internal controls. Further, W&I also did not provide
support showing that changes to automated audit selection processes and
procedures were appropriately implemented in a timely manner. Moreover, the
documentation indicates that W&I conducts an annual—rather than continuous—
review of its audit selections and results as part of an annual 3-day working
session. Strengthening controls in these areas would help provide greater
assurance that W&I is fulfilling its mission to select tax returns with fairness and
integrity. Additionally, the absence of a fully documented selection process may
make it difficult for W&I to defend against accusations that it is not appropriately
following its processes and procedures.
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Letter

441 G St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

December 17, 2015
The Honorable Kevin Brady
Chairman
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
The Honorable Peter J. Roskam
Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
The Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) Wage and Investment (W&I)
division audited more than 516,000 individual tax returns in fiscal year
2014—accounting for 42 percent of IRS’s efforts to review individual
taxpayers’ returns in terms of audit volume. 1 Audits help ensure that
taxpayers comply with tax laws and help address the tax gap—the
estimated difference between the amount of taxes that taxpayers pay
voluntarily and on time and those they owe. IRS estimated that for tax
year 2006, the net tax gap of $385 billion included $235 billion from
underreporting of individual income tax.
W&I’s broad scope and the number of taxpayers it audits raise stakes for
properly selecting tax returns for audit. Unfair selection for audit could
place extra burden on taxpayers and reduce the public’s confidence in
IRS, which could undercut voluntary tax compliance and reduce federal
revenue. Unfairly selected audits also could waste IRS resources.
We recently have reported on IRS’s internal controls for other IRS
selection programs. For example, in July 2015, we reported that the
Exempt Organizations unit within the Tax Exempt and Government
Entities division had several areas where its controls were not well

1

An audit—also referred to as an examination—is a review of a taxpayer’s records that
IRS conducts to determine whether income, expenses, credits, and other information are
being reported accurately. Internal Revenue Code Sect. 6201 gives the Secretary of the
Treasury, IRS’s parent agency, the authority to conduct examinations.
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designed or implemented. 2 The control deficiencies increase the risk of
selecting organizations for audit in an unfair manner—for example, based
on an organization’s religious, educational, political, or other views. We
recommended that IRS take 10 actions to improve selection control
design and implementation, to which IRS generally agreed. Similarly, in
July and in September 2015, we found that IRS did not clearly define
program objectives and key terms in its collection programs, which could
undercut IRS’s ability to assess risks and monitor performance. 3 We
recommended that IRS improve collection controls and procedures, and
periodically evaluate the controls’ effectiveness. IRS generally agreed
with the recommendations.
To better understand how individual tax returns are chosen for audit and
whether those procedures were fair, you asked us to review W&I audit
selection procedures. This report (1) describes the W&I process for
selecting tax returns for audit, and (2) determines how well W&I’s
procedures for selecting returns for audit support its mission and goal to
apply the tax law with integrity and fairness to all.
To describe the W&I process for selecting returns for audit, we reviewed
documentation on program procedures from the Internal Revenue Manual
(IRM) and other IRS documentation describing audit procedures. We also
interviewed relevant IRS audit officials. For context, we compiled
statistical information from fiscal years 2013 and 2014 about W&I audit
programs from IRS’s Compliance Data Warehouse—which provides a
variety of tax return, enforcement, compliance, and other data—and the
Examination Operational Automation Database, which contains
information on audit adjustments relating to specific audit issues. For the
purposes of this review, we determined that the data used in our analysis
were reliable. Our data reliability assessment included reviewing relevant
documentation, interviewing knowledgeable IRS officials, and reviewing
the data to identify obvious errors or outliers.

2

GAO, IRS Examination Selection: Internal Controls for Exempt Organization Selection
Should Be Strengthened, GAO-15-514 (Washington, D.C.: July 13, 2015).
3

GAO, IRS Case Selection: Collection Process Is Largely Automated, but Lacks Adequate
Internal Controls, GAO-15-647 (Washington, D.C.: July 29, 2015), and IRS Case
Selection: Automated Collection System Lacks Key Internal Controls Needed to Ensure
the Program Fulfills Its Mission, GAO-15-744 (Washington: D.C.: Sept. 10, 2015).
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To determine how well W&I’s procedures for selecting tax returns for
audit support its mission, we reviewed W&I’s audit selection procedures
and related internal controls intended to help W&I achieve its stated
mission of “applying the tax law with integrity and fairness to all.” We then
assessed whether these relevant W&I procedures followed selected
internal control standards from Standards for Internal Control in the
Federal Government. The controls we chose applied to the processes
and procedures that W&I officials described or for which they provided
documentation regarding how audits were selected. We also relied on the
Internal Control Management and Evaluation Tool to identify specific
factors that could be used to operationalize the internal control
standards. 4 In addition, we also reviewed Internal Revenue Service’s
Strategic Plan FY2014-2017; IRM sections related to W&I’s mission
statement and program objectives; IRS’s policy statement for audits and
information technology controls; W&I’s fiscal year 2014 program letter;
and other IRS documentation related to W&I’s audit selection process,
including internal risk assessment documents and annual meeting notes. 5
We also interviewed relevant IRS officials concerning their understanding
of the mission, objectives, and internal controls for audit selection
procedures. While we relied on documentation demonstrating whether the
standards were addressed, we did not test whether they were
systemically applied. For additional details on our scope and
methodology, see appendix I.
We conducted this performance audit from October 2014 to December
2015 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background

W&I supports IRS’s mission by maintaining an enforcement presence and
encouraging the correct reporting of income tax to instill the highest

4

See GAO, Internal Control Management and Evaluation Tool, GAO-01-1008G
(Washington, D.C.: Aug. 1, 2001), and Standards for Internal Control in the Federal
Government, GAO/AIMD-00-21.3.1 (Washington, D.C.: November 1999).
5

IRS, Strategic Plan: FY2014-2017 (Washington, D.C.: 2014).
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degree of public confidence in the tax system’s integrity, fairness, and
efficiency. Audit programs in W&I cover mainly refundable credits on the
Form 1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return.
All W&I’s audits are correspondence audits—a type of audit conducted
through the mail. Audits have two compliance effects. First, they directly
detect and correct noncompliance by the audited taxpayers. Second,
audits indirectly encourage nonaudited taxpayers to comply voluntarily.
W&I’s audit responsibilities generally concern refundable credits claimed
on individual income tax returns. A refundable credit can give taxpayers a
refund even if they owe no tax and are not otherwise required to file a tax
return. Nonrefundable credits also can reduce taxpayers’ tax, but any
excess is not refunded.
The most common refundable credit that W&I audits is the Earned
Income Tax Credit (EITC), which is a benefit for working people with low
to moderate income. 6 EITC will cost an estimated $58 billion in federal
outlays in fiscal year 2016, according to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB). IRS measures noncompliance in claiming EITC and also
uses those measures to estimate its portion of federal improper
payments. EITC was the second biggest contributor to the federal
government’s estimated $124.7 billion in improper payments in fiscal year
2014. 7 Specifically, EITC accounted for an estimated $17.7 billion in
improper payments, which is approximately 27 percent of its outlays
during fiscal year 2014. 8 OMB has established guidance for federal
agencies on reporting, reducing, and recovering improper payments as
required by the Improper Payments Information Act of 2002, as

6

To qualify, taxpayers must meet certain income and filing requirements and file a tax
return, even if they do not owe any tax or are not required to file.
7

An improper payment is defined by statute as any payment that should not have been
made or that was made in an incorrect amount (including overpayments and
underpayments) under statutory, contractual, administrative, or other legally applicable
requirements. Among other things, it includes payment to an ineligible recipient, payment
for an ineligible good or service, and any duplicate payment.

8
GAO, Improper Payments: Government-Wide Estimates and Use of Death Data to Help
Prevent Payments to Deceased Individuals, GAO-15-482T (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 16,
2015).
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amended. 9 Other refundable credits that W&I covers include the
Additional Child Tax Credit, American Opportunity Tax Credit, and
Premium Tax Credit. 10
IRS also operates other compliance programs that may lead to tax
returns being referred to the audit function but are not audit programs.
Examples of these programs include the following.
•

The math error program corrects certain obvious errors on tax returns
at the time they are filed, such as claiming a credit above the allowed
income threshold.

•

The Automated Underreporter program matches income data
reported on a tax return with third-party information about income and
expenses provided to IRS by employers and financial institutions.
Mismatches can result in IRS asking the taxpayer to successfully
explain the discrepancy or pay additional tax.

•

The nonfiler program uses third-party information to identify people
who do not file a required tax return. Some nonfiler cases may be
forwarded for audit, according to IRS officials.

•

The unallowables program identifies items reported on a tax return
that are specifically disallowed by law or rule and result in the tax
return not being accepted by IRS. These can include taxpayers’
claims of deductions, items exceeding statutory limits, or items not
supported by the proper information or schedule.

In November 2014, IRS realigned its tax compliance organizations that
served individual and small business taxpayers to improve efficiency and

9

31 U.S.C. § 3321 note. Office of Management and Budget, Appendix C to Circular No. A123, Requirements for Effective Estimation and Remediation of Improper Payments, OMB
Memorandum M-15-02 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 20, 2014); Financial Reporting
Requirements - Revised, OMB Circular No. A-136 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 18, 2014);
and Protecting Privacy while Reducing Improper Payments with the Do Not Pay Initiative,
OMB Memorandum M-13-20 (Washington, D.C.: Aug. 16, 2013).
10

The Additional Child Tax Credit is available to certain individuals who get less than the
full amount of the child tax credit and is refundable. 26 U.S.C. § 24(d). The American
Opportunity Tax Credit is a refundable credit available to qualified taxpayers for
postsecondary education. 26 U.S.C. § 25A(i). The Premium Tax Credit is a refundable
credit that helps eligible individuals and families with low or moderate income afford health
insurance purchased through a Health Insurance Marketplace. 26 U.S.C. § 36B
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identify emerging compliance issues more quickly, as well as streamline
decision making and resources in audit and collection while avoiding
duplication. The realignment changed what the W&I and Small Business
and Self-Employed (SB/SE) divisions audit. 11 W&I kept work focused on
EITC. Most post-refund discretionary programs moved from W&I to
SB/SE except EITC post-refund work. Under the realignment, W&I also
took on new responsibilities, such as certain audits of returns reporting
income on Schedule C Profit or Loss from Business.

Three Offices Have
Responsibility for
Audit Selection, but
Automated Programs
Select the Majority of
Returns That W&I
Audits
Three W&I Offices Largely
Determine What Returns
Get Selected for Audit

W&I’s audit programs are managed out of an office called Return Integrity
and Compliance Services (RICS), which operates three other offices that
directly or indirectly review tax return data for potential audits. These
other three offices include:
•
•
•

Refundable Credits Policy and Program Management (RCPPM);
Deputy Director’s Return Integrity, and Compliance Services; and
Refundable Credits Examination Operations.

Figure 1 shows how RICS’s audit offices are connected to the W&I
Commissioner’s office in W&I’s organization.

11
SB/SE generally covers income taxes owed by self-employed individuals and small
businesses with less than $10 million in assets as well as certain filers of employment,
excise, estate, and gift tax returns.
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Figure 1: Wage and Investment Division Offices Responsible for Selecting Tax
Returns for Audit

RCPPM: This office oversees refundable credit enforcement and
establishes filters for computerized selection of returns for audit. The
main tools RCPPM uses for selecting returns for audit are filters from the
Dependent Database (DDb). 12 These filters identify returns and use riskbased scoring to select the returns. DDb creates the scores after W&I
enters tax return data but before refunds are issued. Some of the
rules/criteria include the use of taxpayer’s dependent information, such as
related children data, qualifying children claimed with multiple taxpayers,
birth parents, and birth parents’ Social Security numbers and dates of
birth. If information from a tax return creates a high enough score, the
return may be made available for audit in Refundable Credits
Examination Operations. If the return is audited, letters will systemically

12

DDb is a system that uses a set of rules/criteria and scoring models along with internal
and external data to evaluate tax returns to identify taxpayers who potentially do not meet
eligibility requirements for the credit. This system scores returns daily and selects
questionable returns for review/audit. The data include: 1) taxpayer data from IRS, 2) child
custody information from the Department of Health and Human Services, 3) the
dependent and child birth information from the Social Security Administration, and 4)
prisoner information from the National Prisoner File to determine the validity of the claims
on tax credits and refunds.
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be issued to the taxpayers asking them to explain an issue on the tax
return.
W&I holds an annual 3-day working session to set and evaluate the
effectiveness of its DDb filters for selecting returns for possible audit. W&I
conducts analyses throughout the year in support of this meeting, which
includes W&I research, the Information Technology (IT) Office, and RICS.
The May 2015 working session included more than two dozen officials,
including two executives. The officials review new laws and audit results
to help evaluate the effectiveness of the business rules. An example of a
law that W&I discussed during its annual working session included the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which created the Premium
Tax Credit. 13 Audit results that the officials also consider during the
meeting include no-change rates, defined as the proportion of audits that
resulted in no changes to the assessed tax amount for the tax return).
Modifications to the selection criteria are incorporated into a unified work
request for W&I’s IT Office. The request is reviewed and approved by the
Business Modernization Office, IT, and stakeholder division executives
before programming is done to incorporate the new criteria. 14
Deputy Director’s RICS office: This office operates the Integrity and
Verification Operations (IVO), which is not an audit program, but may
refer returns with refundable credits for audit. IVO uses several computer
systems, including DDb, to identify fraud and refund abuse across many
types of taxes, including refundable credits. W&I annually reviews
tolerances that IVO uses to search tax return data for potential fraud,
abuse, or other noncompliance. IVO also has a program that processes
leads from external stakeholder partners, such as financial institutions,
state agencies, or other third parties. This program focuses on stopping
fraudulent refunds from issuing and/or recovering fraudulent refunds that
were issued and are identified via external sources.
Refundable Credits Examination Operations: The Refundable Credits
Examination Operations office performs classification duties and conducts

13
Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (Mar. 23, 2010), as amended by the Health Care
and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-152,124 Stat.1029 (Mar. 30,
2010).
14

The Business Modernization Office implements information technology solutions and reengineered business processes.
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audits. Classification is the process of determining whether a return has
potential noncompliance worth auditing and what issues should be
audited. The criteria that classifiers use to decide what issues should be
sent for audit are listed in IRM 4.1.5 and 4.19.11.
In W&I, classification is conducted on Form 1040x Amended Return
submissions or returns that were referred from other parts of IRS. The
returns referred from other parts of IRS that W&I classifies generally do
not meet existing DDb criteria for return selection or were amended
returns submitted to IRS on paper. Referrals from other business units
are one of IRS’s priority audit categories, which also includes new
employee audits and mandatory work, such as nationally coordinated
research projects. Once a classifier classifies the return and identifies the
issues, the letter is generated and the audit is started. This inventory is
not assigned to an auditor until correspondence is received. In some
cases, W&I classifiers may send a return to another business unit, such
as SB/SE. W&I also classifies returns filed with an Individual Tax
Identification Number (ITIN) to check for tax noncompliance. 15 For
example, returns that are filed with an ITIN and that meet audit referral
criteria for the refundable Additional Child Tax Credit are set aside for
classification.

Automated System Led to
the Most W&I Audit
Selections

In fiscal year 2014, DDb selected 59 percent of W&I’s audit inventory, as
shown in figure 2. The next largest source of audits was referrals from
IVO. Manual classification of ITIN and amended returns, as well as other
referrals, together accounted for a relatively smaller fraction of the overall
number of W&I audits in fiscal year 2014—meaning that most W&I case
selection was computer driven. W&I audits resulted in $2.5 billion in
recommended additional tax in fiscal year 2014, down from $3.3 billion in
fiscal year 2013. W&I also had $49 million and $69 million in revenue
protection in 2014 and 2013 respectively. 16 IRS did not have reliable data

15

An ITIN is a nine-digit number issued by IRS to individuals who are required for U.S. tax
purposes to have a U.S. taxpayer identification number but who do not have and are not
eligible to get a Social Security number. IRS works ITIN cases to ensure that the numbers
are issued in a timely manner to qualifying individuals and used for tax administration
purposes.

16

The term “revenue protection” refers to compliance activities that prevent refunds from
being issued to taxpayers in the pre-refund environment. We have kept the statistics on
recommended assessments and revenue protection separate to match IRS’s publication
on enforcement statistics.
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to analyze the number of audits or assessments in prior years. However,
these totals include audits of issues that W&I is no longer responsible for
addressing, such as referrals from state agencies. IRS officials told us
that they did not have reliable data for the most recent fiscal year at the
time of our audit.
Figure 2: Number of Wage and Investment (W&I) Audits by Selection Method, Fiscal
Year 2014

Note: Figure includes audits that W&I conducted in the past but no longer does because of a 2014
realignment of audit responsibilities at IRS. IRS did not have reliable fiscal year 2015 data available in
time for this report.
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Audit Start Management
Effectively Acts as an
Additional Return
Selection Method

In addition to setting criteria for automated systems to apply to tax return
data, managers at W&I’s headquarters set the number of audit starts at
the beginning of the fiscal year and make weekly adjustments in the
number of returns selected for audit that will be worked by audit staff.
Because IRS does not audit every return identified by the automated
systems, this workload management is a form of audit selection.
The tool that W&I officials use to manage the audit starts is the work plan,
a spreadsheet with the projected number of audits by type of tax that W&I
managers write before cases are selected at the beginning of the fiscal
year. Audit managers use the spreadsheet to allocate returns audit starts
based on the goals W&I has set for closing cases, work already in
process, and the available number of auditors. Auditors then generally
work returns on a first in, first out basis. At the end of fiscal year 2015,
W&I reported having 683 tax examiners of which about 584 conducted
correspondence audits and the others did support work, including
taxpayers’ requests to reconsider previous audit findings. W&I also
reported having 47 tax compliance officers. In developing the work plan,
W&I managers said they also take overall compliance strategies for
specific refundable credits into account that include audit as one
component. Figure 3 shows where RICS’s audit processes operate in a
simplified illustration of return processing.
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Figure 3: Individual Income Tax Return Processing Sequence and When Return Integrity and Compliance Programs Select
Returns to Audit

Beyond available resources, another measure that W&I officials say they
use to review their audit selection methods is the no-change rate. As an
example, W&I requested changing criteria on qualifying children for EITC
reviews for fiscal year 2015 to reduce no-change rates. Audits that end
with no change to the reported tax assessment on the return impose
burdens on compliant taxpayers. W&I officials also said a low no-change
rate reflects more efficient use of IRS resources. IRS officials said they
calculated W&I’s overall no-change rate as 10.1 percent for work
compiled through September of fiscal year 2015, with the no-change rate
specifically for DDb selections under the realignment as 12.5 percent.
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W&I Designed and
Implemented Certain
Controls for Audit
Selection, but Should
Develop and
Strengthen Others to
Reduce Risk of Unfair
Practices

Implementation of an effective internal control system can improve
accountability in achieving an entity’s mission. As set forth in Standards
for Internal Control in the Federal Government, internal control is a major
part of managing an organization as it comprises the plans, methods, and
procedures used to meet missions, goals, and objectives, which support
performance-based management. 17 In addition, internal controls help
agency program managers achieve desired results and provide
reasonable assurance through the effectiveness and efficiency of
operations, among other things. Further, internal control is not one
singular event, but a series of actions and activities that occur throughout
an entity’s operations and on an ongoing basis. Examples of internal
controls include establishing clear, consistent agency objectives,
documenting significant events, and ongoing monitoring. While W&I has
documented how some of its procedures meet the internal control
standards, we found some potential issues that increase the risk that W&I
audit selection activities may not fully contribute to its mission to treat all
taxpayers fairly and with integrity.

W&I Generally Has
Established a Positive
Environment for Promoting
Internal Controls

Internal control standards require that management and employees
establish and maintain a positive and supportive environment toward
internal control and conscientious management. Several key factors
affect the control environment such as ethical values maintained and
demonstrated by management and staff, management’s philosophy
towards performance-based management, and delegation of authority
and responsibility, among others.

Internal control standard: control
environment
A positive control environment is the
foundation for all other standards.
Source: GAO. | GAO-16-102

We found several IRS procedures that demonstrated some factors of a
positive environment for promoting internal controls. 18 First, IRS’s IRM

17

For the internal control standards, see GAO/AIMD-00-21.3.1. For a newer version of the
standards, see GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,
GAO-14-704G (Washington, D.C.: September 2014), which went into effect in fiscal year
2016. For our review that started in October 2014, we used the November 1999 version.
While the newer version has greater detail and depth, it retains the five components of
internal control found in prior editions, which apply to all organizational levels and to all
categories of objectives.

18

For our review, we selected subfactors related to control environment from Standards
for Internal Control in the Federal Government based on our preliminary work (e.g., review
of various W&I workload templates that describe W&I’s audit selection process). As noted
earlier, the controls we chose applied to the processes and procedures that W&I officials
described or for which they provided documentation regarding how audits were selected.
While we relied on documentation demonstrating whether the standards were addressed,
we did not test whether they were systemically applied.
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includes various ethics guidance for all staff. 19 For example, IRM crossreferences federal and IRS agency ethics regulations that include 14
principles of ethical conduct, such as conflicts of interest and political
activities of staff. 20 IRS requires all managers to hold an annual ethics
discussion with their staff and all IRS staff to certify that they attended the
discussion. While the code of conduct does not specifically address audit
selection, IRS provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that staff
should be aware of the need to act ethically when conducting their
duties—such as by not letting personal biases affect audit selection. In
addition, W&I officials stated that they were not aware of any staff
responsible for audit selection violating the code of conduct.
Second, IRS staff are rated annually on their performance, including
whether they met the retention standard for the fair and equitable
treatment of taxpayers. 21 IRM requires supervisors to brief staff on what
types of behaviors would meet or not meet the standard. 22 For instance, if
a staff member’s communications with taxpayers are professional and
courteous and accurately state the facts, the standard would be met.
While the performance appraisal criteria do not specifically address
fairness for audit selection, IRS has documentation to demonstrate that
staff should conduct their duties according to the standard. 23
Third, W&I has clearly assigned authority and responsibility for its audit
selection processes. W&I demonstrated this by providing a list of (1) IRS

19

IRM is the primary, official source of “instructions to staff” on the administration and
operation of IRS. It ensures that staff have the approved policy and guidance they need to
carry out their responsibilities in administering tax laws or other agency obligations.

20

IRM 6.735.1.

21

IRS is required to use the fair and equitable treatment of taxpayers by employees as
one of the standards for evaluating employee performance. Internal Revenue Service
Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-206, § 1204(b), 112 Stat. 685, 722
(July 22, 1998) (IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998).

22

IRM 6.430.2.

23

While we did not test how effectively IRS used the standard to rate staff, the Treasury
Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA) recently reported 26 instances in which
16 IRS managers did not maintain proper retention standard documentation that showed
they evaluated their staff using the fair and equitable treatment of taxpayers as a
performance standard. TIGTA, Fiscal Year 2015 Statutory Audit of Compliance With Legal
Guidelines Restricting the Use of Records of Tax Enforcement Results, Reference
Number: 2015-30-083 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 16, 2015).
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stakeholders who participated in W&I’s annual meetings to discuss any
revisions to audit selection criteria for fiscal year 2015, 2) program
analysts involved in modifying audit selection rules, and 3) Submissions
Processing staff tasked with referring returns that meet certain criteria to
staff classifying tax returns, such as amended individual tax returns that
include certain tax credits. 24 In addition, staff who are responsible for
modifying audit selection criteria do not audit returns. Similarly, staff who
classify a return cannot audit that return.
Fourth, staff that manually classify amended returns for potential audit are
to receive training to help them maintain a level of competence necessary
for assigned duties. Other IRS staff responsible for revising W&I criteria
used in automated programs do not receive any formal training in revising
the criteria. W&I officials told us they believed that most of these staff are
well versed and proficient in their respective areas of tax law because
they are either IRS executives or senior managers with at least 20 years
of experience. They said that such staff have had years of related training
in specialized areas for their former positions (e.g., revenue agents and
department managers) and use their experience as well as feedback from
W&I staff involved in the audits, research data, and audit results to help
inform their decision in revising audit selection criteria.

W&I Has Not Clearly
Defined Key Terms and
Program-Level Objectives
to Evaluate Whether Its
Audit Selection Process Is
Meeting Its Mission
Internal control standard: define objectives
Program objectives are to be clearly defined in
measurable terms to enable the design of
internal control. Specific terms should be fully
defined and clearly set forth so they can be
easily understood at all levels of the
organization.

Internal control standards call for specific terms to be clearly defined and
set forth so they can be easily understood. Management should define
program objectives that align with an entity’s mission, strategic plan,
goals, and requirements of applicable laws and regulations. Clearly
defined objectives can enhance program effectiveness and efficiency.
Documenting objectives allow agency officials and staff to have a
consistent understanding of the organization’s purpose.
W&I has not clearly defined, documented, or communicated key terms.
For example, while the concepts of “fairness” and “integrity” are
highlighted in IRS’s mission and policy statements and W&I’s mission
statement, W&I has not defined or documented fairness and integrity,

Source: GAO. | GAO-16-102

24

Amended individual tax returns that include certain refundable tax credits may include
the Additional Child Tax Credit, which is set aside for classification.
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particularly for audit selection. 25 As a result, each staff member is left to
define these terms. 26
W&I officials shared views on how fairness and integrity might be defined
for audit selection. For fairness, a senior W&I official informally defined it
as having a low no-change rate and incorporating eligibility requirements
as outlined by the Internal Revenue Code or other legislation into audit
selection criteria. In addition, W&I officials said they believed that W&I’s
audit selection process is fair because all individual tax returns that run
through DDb are scored by the same audit selection criteria. Further,
Submissions Processing staff apply audit criteria for all amended returns,
which may require classification by classifiers if they are flagged for
potential audit. For integrity, W&I officials highlighted all of IRS’s six core
values, including honesty and integrity, which focuses on upholding “the
public trust” and being “honest and forthright in all internal and external
dealings.” 27 However, they did not indicate how they know integrity is
provided in audit selection. As a result, by not communicating a clear
definition of fairness and integrity to all staff involved in audit selection,
W&I is vulnerable to inconsistent selections.
In addition, W&I has not established program-level objectives on the
selection of returns for audit that support its and IRS’s shared mission of
applying the tax law with integrity and fairness to all. Rather, W&I has four
broad audit goals, including:

25

According to IRS’s fiscal years 2014-2017 Strategic Plan, IRS’s mission is to “provide
America’s taxpayers top-quality service by helping them understand and meet their tax
responsibilities and enforce the law with integrity and fairness to all.” W&I’s mission, as
reflected in IRM 1.1.13.1, is “to provide its customers top quality service by helping them
understand and comply with applicable tax laws and protect the public interest by applying
the tax law with integrity and fairness to all.”

26

We reported in July and September 2015 that IRS has not clearly defined fairness and
provided examples of differing explanations by IRS officials on how to achieve fairness in
case selection. See GAO, IRS Case Selection: Automated Collection System Lacks Key
Internal Controls Needed to Ensure the Program Fulfills Its Mission, GAO-15-744
(Washington, D.C.: Sept. 10, 2015); and IRS Case Selection: Collection Process Is
Largely Automated, but Lacks Adequate Internal Controls, GAO-15-647 (Washington,
D.C.: July 29, 2015).
27

IRS’s Strategic Plan for fiscal years 2014-2017 includes five other core values. They
are: 1) respect, 2) continuous improvement, 3) inclusion, 4) openness and collaboration,
and 5) personal accountability.
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•
•
•
•

measuring the degree of voluntary compliance on filed returns;
reducing noncompliance by identifying and cost-effectively
allocating resources to those returns most in need of audit;
conducting timely and quality audits of tax returns; and
making quality contacts to determine the correct taxable amount. 28

These audit goals do not refer to fairness and integrity because these
terms have not been defined by IRS or W&I. W&I officials confirmed that
they do not have program-level objectives for how returns are selected.
However, W&I has developed fiscal year 2016 activities for its annual
operations plan that has references to potential objectives. 29 For instance,
one of RCPPM’s action item focuses on RICS reviewing and creating
workload selection filters intended to ensure fairness and integrity,
running all individual tax returns against such filters, and pursuing audits
with high probable changes with the intent of reducing no-change rates.
Internal control standards also require management to establish activities
to monitor performance measures and indicators. Performance measures
and targets are used to compare actual results to planned performance.
Without clearly defined program-level objectives on its audit selection
process, W&I cannot measure whether its selection criteria are meeting
its mission of applying the tax law with fairness and integrity. Existing
performance measures focus on audit results rather than audit selection.
W&I officials stated that the no-change rate could be viewed as a
performance measure to evaluate whether W&I was meeting its mission
of applying the tax law with integrity and fairness to all. W&I’s stated goal
is to decrease the no-change rate to assure that the right taxpayers are
claiming a credit, for example, based on its selection criteria. W&I officials
stated that they use different no-change rates by issue type, such as the
Earned Income Tax Credit, and strive to keep them as low as possible.
However, W&I has not created indicators to evaluate what no-change rate
is good or bad, or what rate would indicate fair selections. We reported in
June 2014 that IRS did not document criteria on how its managers were

28

IRM 4.19.10.

29

W&I’s operations plan contains activities that are intended to help implement goals
contained in IRS’s Strategic Plan. For example, the fiscal year 2016 operations plan has
several activities on targeting high risk for noncompliance which links to IRS’s strategic
goal on effectively enforcing the law to ensure tax compliance and combating fraud.
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to use performance data, such as the no-change rate, or to make
program decisions, such as the number of audits or tax issues to audit. 30

Lack of Clear Program
Objectives Creates
Challenges for Effective
Risk Assessment in Audit
Selection
Internal control standard: assess risks to
program objectives
Management is to comprehensively identify
internal and external risks and determine
relative risk rankings on a scheduled and
periodic basis.
Source: GAO. | GAO-16-102

Internal control standards state that management needs to identify and
analyze relevant internal and external risks, and then decide how to
manage those risks; a precondition to risk assessment is the
establishment of clear program objectives. The first and most critical step
of risk assessment is risk identification. Management should have welldocumented procedures for regularly identifying internal and external
risks to program objectives and procedures, such as in short- and longterm forecasting and strategic planning.
Because W&I does not have clearly formulated and communicated
program objectives for audit selection, W&I cannot fully implement a
process to identify potential risks in its audit selection process. Without
risk identification and assessments linked to program objectives,
vulnerabilities may go unaddressed, resulting in unfair case selection,
decreased dollars collected, greater noncompliance, or other negative
program effects.
Additionally, W&I does not have reasonable assurance that it is
appropriately assessing risk in its audit selection process in two areas in
which W&I officials believe the risks are low. First, W&I officials said that
they do not think certain internal control elements related to risk
assessment—such as downsizing operations or changing operating
processes—affect the audit selection process; however the federal
internal control tool views these factors as applicable. Second, IRS had
identified no risk of bias for automated audit selection programs because
the programs compare data on a taxpayer’s return with third-party data.
Robust internal controls to address risks that threaten the automated
selection criteria are especially important because automated programs
select the majority of returns that W&I audits.
IRS is implementing an Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) program to
consider risks more systematically across IRS. As we recently reported,

30
In our June 2014 report, we recommended that IRS document how decisions are to be
made using performance information, but IRS did not mention whether it would document
how all audit program significant decisions are to be made using performance information.
GAO, IRS Correspondence Audits: Better Management Could Improve Tax Compliance
and Reduce Taxpayer Burden, GAO-14-479 (Washington, D.C.: June 5, 2014).
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IRS implemented ERM, among other reasons, to serve as an earlywarning system to identify and address emerging challenges and address
them before they affect operations. According to IRS’s Chief Risk Officer,
the goal is to embed risk management principles and practices into the
daily operations of the business units and integrate long-standing
processes into the new, more holistic ERM approach. Since the
implementation of the ERM process is ongoing, it is too early to determine
the effectiveness of ERM in identifying and managing risk. 31 ERM is
intended to help organizations in setting strategy to consider risk and how
much risk the organization is willing to accept. According to IRS officials,
ERM is broader in scope than internal controls, focusing on agency-wide
risks. It is important for agencies to assess risk at both the agency-wide
and the program level.

W&I Assigns and
Communicates Internal
Control Responsibilities to
Managers, but Not to Its
Non-Managers, Raising
the Potential Risk for
Unfair Selection
Internal control standard: information
and communications
Information should be communicated to
management and others within the agency
who need it and within a time frame that
enables them to carry out their own internal
control and other responsibilities.

We found that IRS has various procedures that convey the importance of
internal controls at the managerial level, such as IRM guidance on
monitoring internal controls, an annual managerial self-assessment of
adherence to internal controls, and a classification quality review process.
To the extent that managers report deficiencies and W&I uses the results,
the annual self-assessment of IRS’s internal controls can provide
assurance that the importance of internal controls is understood at the
managerial level. W&I officials provided an example of a completed fiscal
year 2014 self-assessment that included a manager’s sign-off of a
reasonable assurance that IRS’s controls are effective and operating as
intended. 32 However, beyond “yes” and “not applicable” responses, the
documentation did not provide any detailed responses on the internal
controls assessed and their relationship to the audit selection process.

Source: GAO. | GAO-16-102

31

See GAO-15-744 and GAO-15-647.

32

We did not test how effectively IRS used the self-assessments to identify and address
internal control deficiencies.
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In response to how internal control responsibilities were communicated to
all staff, including non-managers, W&I officials stated that internal
controls are built into their processes, such as the annual meetings,
staffing designations and tasks, automated systems, risk identification
and assessments, and monitoring. In addition, they said that the annual
self-assessment process requires managers to certify that the operations
and staff they manage are in compliance with internal controls. The fiscal
year 2014 self-assessment includes a question regarding whether
managers communicated policies on a routine basis that enabled staff to
meet and understand their internal control and other responsibilities
effectively. Beyond a “yes” response by one of W&I’s managers, IRS did
not provide evidence that W&I directly assigned and communicated
internal control responsibilities to non-managers, such as program
analysts and classifiers who are tasked with revising or applying audit
selection criteria, respectively. By not relaying information on internal
control responsibilities to all employees, W&I has less assurance that its
employees understand internal controls and increases the risk of not
being aware of potential internal control issues that could result in unfair
audit selection.

W&I Has Guidance for
Automated Systems to
Control Access and
Modifications to its Audit
Selection Criteria
Internal control standard: control
activities for information systems
Access security control protects the systems
and network from inappropriate access and
unauthorized use. Application control is
designed to help ensure completeness,
accuracy, authorization, and validity of all
transactions during application processing.
Source: GAO. | GAO-16-102

Federal internal control standards require a variety of control activities for
information processing, such as controlling access to data, files, and
programs. In addition, access to resources should be limited to authorized
individuals, and accountability for their use should be assigned and
maintained. Access rights are used to implement security policies that
determine what a user can do after being allowed into the system, such
as allowing the user to read or write to a certain file or directory.
Maintaining access rights is an important aspect of administering system
security. In addition to access controls, other controls should be in place
to ensure the integrity of an organization’s information. These controls
can include, but are not limited to, policies, procedures, and techniques
for securely configuring information systems with software updates.
We found IRM guidance that specifies procedures to restrict access to
authorized users as well as various software testing mechanisms.
Specifically, IRM sections on information technology (IT) security
documented access to data, files, and programs for modifying IT systems,
including those that cover W&I’s audit selection criteria. For example, IRS
uses a process to register all users for access to any IRS IT resource
when their access is authorized by the user’s manager. By obtaining such
access, IT programmers can utilize the official change management
system to add new or modify W&I audit selection criteria that are based
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on the unified work request that is approved by IRS management. 33
However, we reported in March 2015 that IRS had not updated the
security authorization for IRS’s access request and approval system to
reflect significant changes made to the operating environment. 34 As a
result, we recommended that IRS update the security authorization for the
access request as well as the approval system to reflect the significant
changes to the operating environment. In response to this
recommendation, IRS agreed to provide corrective action plans where
appropriate. 35 In addition, the Tax Inspector General for Tax
Administration (TIGTA) has an ongoing audit related to the request and
approval process in obtaining access to IRS systems. 36
IRM has a section on testing procedures to ensure accurate revisions are
made, such as modifying W&I’s audit selection criteria. 37 IT officials also
provided other guidance, such as the IT Test Reference Guide, to
address how new or revised software is to be thoroughly tested and
approved. IT officials provided examples of output reports to show how
DDb modifications to W&I audit selection criteria were tested, approved,
and working as designed.

33

Our work was not designed to test the effectiveness of access controls, including
whether designated IT personnel had the appropriate access rights to modify W&I’s audit
selection criteria.

34

Security authorization is the official management decision given by a senior
organizational official to authorize operation of an information system and to explicitly
accept the risk, which has been determined based on the testing of security controls.

35

GAO, Information Security: IRS Needs to Continue Improving Controls over Financial
and Taxpayer Data, GAO-15-337 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 19, 2015).
36

In its fiscal year 2015 Annual Audit Plan, TIGTA has an audit to determine whether IRS
has implemented adequate security controls to address access, authentication, secure
configuration, and logging on the mainframe operating systems within IRS’s computing
environment.

37

IRM 2.127.2 specifies IT methods—such as unit, peer, and systems acceptability
testing—to test whether software modifications are working as intended.
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IRS Has Documented
Policies to Support
Internal Controls but
Shows Weaknesses in
Documenting Aspects of
Audit Selection
Internal control standard: document
controls to address risks to program
objectives
Procedures should be clearly documented to
ensure that management's plans, policies,
and procedures are sufficiently and fully
carried out.
Source: GAO. | GAO-16-102

Internal control standards state that documentation should clearly identify
procedures and should allow agency officials and staff to understand the
purpose of internal control procedures and be readily available for audit.
Documenting procedures is evidence that the right controls are identified
and that those procedures are capable of being communicated to those
responsible for their performance, and capable of being monitored and
evaluated.
IRS has documented some agency-wide policies to support internal
controls, but these are not always linked to W&I’s audit selection process.
For example, as noted previously, IRS provided sufficient documentation
to demonstrate that staff should be aware of the need to act ethically
when conducting their duties, such as not letting personal biases affect
their work (e.g. selecting returns for audit). Other IRS policies—including
the retention standard—reference the fair and equitable treatment of
taxpayers in general, but do not consistently reference audit selection in
particular.
We also found some weaknesses in documenting parts of the audit
selection plan. W&I has workload selection templates that describe the
methods that IRS uses to identify and select tax returns for audit. The
templates are intended to explain how W&I determined, tested, and
approved the steps involved in each method, as well as what types of
staff and functions are involved. While some elements of the selection
process are described in detail in the workload selection templates, not all
elements of the selection process—ranging from determining audit
potential to inter-office interactions—are covered.
For example, one workload selection template notes that returns with the
highest audit potential are marked, but it does not describe how audit
potential is determined. Additionally, the workload selection templates do
not describe how the systems and processes described in the templates
are related. For example, W&I lacks clear documentation about how the
three offices which select the majority of returns W&I audits—Refundable
Credits Policy and Program Management; the Deputy Director’s Return
Integrity, and Compliance Services; and Refundable Credits Examination
Operations—interact with one another. The lack of comprehensive
documentation to describe W&I’s audit selection process results in less
assurance that these processes effectively address risks. Additionally, the
absence of a fully documented selection process may make it difficult for
W&I to defend against accusations that it is not appropriately following its
processes and procedures, since the incomplete documentation makes it
difficult to clearly communicate about how audit selection works.
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Monitoring Procedures Do
Not Ensure Effective
Implementation of
Corrective Actions
Internal control standard: monitor controls
Internal control design should assure that
ongoing monitoring of controls occurs in the
course of normal operations.
Source: GAO-16-102

According to internal control standards, program managers should have a
strategy and establish procedures for ongoing monitoring to assure the
effectiveness of its control activities, and that deficiencies found during
separate evaluations should be resolved in a timely manner. Monitoring
involves management assessing the design and operational effectiveness
of internal control systems as well as ensuring that corrective actions are
effectively implemented in a timely manner. Serious deficiencies and
internal control problems should be reported to top management in a
timely manner. Managers and supervisors should know their
responsibilities for internal control and the need to make control and
control monitoring part of their regular operating processes.
While W&I’s policy is clear that internal control issues should be reported
to the next level of management, the mechanism to elevate potential
internal control issues to management is limited. The IRM states that a
problem in the design or operation of an internal control should be
reported to the next level of management as a significant deficiency. 38 It
does not, however, specify how non-managers should report it or that it
should be reported in a timely manner. The form that W&I staff would use
to report such deficiencies in the automated filters used for return
selection—the Compliance Data Environment Production Filter
Modification Approval form—includes space for submitting modification
requests for the automated filters, but not for reporting internal control
deficiencies that do not have a proposed solution. The form also states
that the reason for modification should be self-explanatory, which may not
appropriately highlight the deficiency the modification seeks to address.
W&I officials said that IRS has no guidance beyond the instructions on
the form to report deficiencies and that no deficiencies have been
identified with this form.
W&I officials subsequently identified general ways in which staff could
report internal control deficiencies. They said that staff can send e-mails
directly to the Commissioner, submit help desk tickets for IT issues,
provide feedback during a regularly-scheduled forum, make a submission
to the “I suggest” program to improve a program or process, or supply
feedback on IRM sections. When asked to provide examples of
employees elevating potential internal control issues, W&I officials also

38

IRM 1.4.2.11(5).
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provided examples of internal control issues identified during the
monitoring process.
This limitation in the reporting mechanism—including the limited
examples of staff reporting deficiencies—increases the risk that W&I
would not know about a potential deficiency that staff perceive or
experience. Without a clear means of elevating possible internal control
deficiencies to top management in a timely manner, W&I does not have
reasonable assurance that concerns noticed by an employee are reported
appropriately or in a timely manner.
In addition, we found some limitations in the timeliness of W&I’s
monitoring. W&I officials said that, at the beginning of each filing season,
a team made up of experienced analysts and managers reviews
selections and notices generated from the new programming to ensure
programming is working as intended, and that the generated notices are
correct. They also said that they continuously monitor audit selections
and results to ensure that implemented corrective actions were
appropriate.
However, the documentation indicates that it is an annual—rather than
continuous—review as part of W&I’s annual 3-day working session that
included evaluating the effectiveness of its criteria for selecting returns for
possible audit. Further, W&I did not clearly document what corrective
actions, if any, were taken and how they were implemented in response
to the deficiencies it identified at the annual working session. W&I officials
provided documentation of issues identified with the Premium Tax Credit;
however, the deadlines for actions items were all at least 6 months past,
and W&I did not provide support that those changes were appropriately
implemented. Because of this, W&I lacks reasonable assurance that the
issues were addressed in an appropriate or timely manner and that they
have been sufficiently resolved. Without ensuring that it has sufficient
controls to identify deficiencies and take necessary corrective action, W&I
may be missing opportunities to ensure that the changes work as
intended and lower the risk of selecting audits unfairly.

Conclusions

W&I auditors have interacted with hundreds of thousands of taxpayers
and assessed billions of dollars in tax changes, making W&I’s mission of
applying the tax law with fairness and integrity all the more critical. Failure
to accomplish that mission could undermine the public’s confidence in the
tax system, waste resources, and burden taxpayers. Properly designed
and maintained internal controls for audit selection can help W&I better
assure its mission. While we found that W&I had implemented some
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internal controls over its array of audit selection processes, we also
identified a series of internal control weaknesses that reduce the
assurance that current or future audit.
Most importantly, IRS lacks clearly defined and documented programlevel objectives, performance measures, indicators, and definitions of key
concepts such as fairness, reducing the assurance that W&I employees
are treating taxpayers equally. Without defining, documenting, and
communicating to staff these aspects of internal control, IRS cannot know
whether it is meeting its and W&I’s shared mission of applying the tax law
with fairness and integrity to all taxpayers. W&I’s use of the no-change
rate could be viewed as a performance measure, but it is not sufficient to
assure that the audit selection criteria are fair. Having program-level
objectives, performance measures, indicators, and definitions that link to
its mission and goals would enhance W&I’s ability assure that its audit
selection processes are fair and have integrity.
Having program-level objectives for audit selection in place is a
precondition to developing a risk assessment strategy for audit selection,
which W&I has not adopted. With an effective risk assessment strategy
for audit selection, W&I could gauge potential internal and external risks
that may hinder its ability to meet its mission of treating taxpayers fairly
and equally. Such a strategy would increase the assurance that W&I is
appropriately selecting returns for audit, consistent with its mission.
We also found opportunities for improvement in other areas. First, W&I
has not communicated internal control responsibilities to all staff tasked
with audit selection, including non-managers and classifiers who revise or
apply audit selection criteria, respectively. Second, W&I does not have
complete documentation its audit selection procedures; doing so would
improve the assurance that W&I staff have a common understanding of
how the selection process work and their role in the process. Third, while
W&I’s policy is clear that internal control issues should be reported to the
next level of management, the mechanism to elevate potential internal
control issues to management is limited. Lastly, W&I did not provide
support that changes to audit selection processes and procedures were
appropriately monitored and implemented in a timely manner. Taking
such actions to address these areas would help provide W&I reasonable
assurance that its audit selection criteria are fair.
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Recommendations for
Executive Action

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

To help ensure W&I meets its mission and selects audits fairly and with
integrity, we recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue take
the following seven actions:
•

Clearly define and document: (1) key terms such as “fairness”; and (2)
W&I program level objectives, performance measures, and indicators
for audit selection to evaluate whether the audit selection process is
meeting its mission of applying the tax law with integrity and fairness
to all.

•

Clearly communicate these terms, objectives, measures, and
indicators to all staff involved in the selection of returns for audit.

•

Incorporate the new objective(s) into W&I risk assessments done for
audit selection processes.

•

Ensure that internal control responsibilities are communicated and
documented for all employees, including non-managers, tasked with
revising or applying W&I audit selection criteria for potential audits.

•

Develop and implement procedures to ensure that all criteria or
methods used in programs to select returns for audit are consistently
documented and approved.

•

Develop and document a clear means for IRS staff members to
promptly elevate to top management possible internal control issues
related to audit selection in a timely manner.

•

Develop, document, and implement additional monitoring procedures
to ensure audit selection controls and corrective actions are
implemented in a timely manner.

We provided a draft of this report to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue for review and comment. The Deputy Commissioner for
Services and Enforcement provided written comments, including planned
actions to implement each of our recommendations, dated November 23,
2015, which are summarized below and reprinted in appendix II. In an
email received November 24, 2015, the Deputy Commissioner indicated
through the IRS Office of Audit Coordination that IRS generally agreed
with our seven recommendations. The enclosure to IRS’s letter listed
specific actions planned to implement the recommendations.
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IRS stated in its letter that the concept of fairness has both a collective
and individual component: (1) W&I pursues those individuals who fail to
comply with their tax obligations to ensure fairness to those who do and
to promote public confidence in the tax system; and (2) it discharges its
responsibilities with a focus on taxpayer rights. IRS can build on these
components to clarify how they relate to return selection, especially when
the components also cover what happens after return selection, such as
when pursuing noncompliance and interacting with taxpayers during the
audit. Documenting these clarifications in its definition, as well as the
examples of fair selections, would help staff involved in return selection to
know the specific actions that they should take to produce selections that
meet IRS’s definition of fairness.
We highlight this clarification because the letter discusses various
features of IRS’s audit program—such as existing objectives, measures,
and definitions of key concepts—that IRS stated relate to fair selection.
We agree that having these features is important. However, as our report
discusses, these features cited in IRS’s letter do not clarify what fair
selection of returns for audit entails and how IRS would know whether fair
selections are occurring, unless a taxpayer or other individual raises a
question about the fairness of return selection. IRS’s commitment to
applying tax law with fairness and integrity is contained in its mission
statement, as discussed in our report, but our recommendations focus on
clearly explaining how that aspect of the mission is operationalized for
audit selection.
IRS identified actions that specifically reflected or were generally
consistent with four of the recommendations we made. These include our
recommendation on communicating the definition of terms such as
fairness as well as related objectives, measures, and indicators to all staff
involved in audit selection; incorporating any new selection objectives into
the risk assessment process that IRS would modify in fulfilling our
recommendation on defining fairness; communicating and documenting
internal control responsibilities to all staff involved in audit selection; and
developing a means for IRS staff to elevate internal control concerns
about audit selection.
For our recommendation on defining and documenting “fairness” for
return selection activities, IRS’s letter listed a number of ways in which it
believes the selection process is fair. For example, IRS said that its audit
selections are fair because IRS policies state that audit selections should
be fair and that taxpayer rights should be a prime focus. IRS’s letter also
cited its reliance on rules and automation rather than human intervention
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and its desire to select the most noncompliant returns. While striving to be
fair and respectful of taxpayer rights as well as to weed out selection bias
or selections that focus on less noncompliant returns is important, IRS
has not provided a formal definition of what fairness entails. As a result,
individuals are left to define it for themselves.
Similarly, this recommendation also focused on defining and documenting
related objectives, measures, and indicators for audit selection. IRS
stated that it will review these areas to further ensure that audit selection
meets its mission to apply the tax law with integrity and fairness. As
discussed in our report, existing IRS objectives and measures did not
allow IRS to evaluate whether its selection decisions were fair. We
believe IRS should develop at least one objective and measure that
reflects its definition of fairness. Doing so would better enable IRS to
clarify how it operationalizes fairness in the selection process and assess
whether its actions are meeting that objective.
In regard to our recommendation on developing and implementing
procedures to ensure that all criteria or methods used in programs to
select returns for audit are consistently documented and approved, IRS
stated that it has procedures in place to document criteria and methods
used in return selection. However, we found instances, discussed in our
report, in which IRS’s documentation was not specific to return selection
as well as instances in which procedures were not fully documented.
Incomplete documentation makes it difficult for IRS to clearly
communicate how audit selection works and defend against accusations
that it is not appropriately following its processes and procedures. IRS
also stated that it would review existing procedures to ensure consistent
documentation and approval. Our report shows evidence of this need,
such as being able to show how the selection criteria and methods were
used consistently.
For our recommendation on having additional procedures for monitoring
audit selection controls and corrective actions, IRS stated that it will
review the processes in place for documentation and timely
implementation of selection controls and corrective actions to further
ensure the controls and actions are implemented in a timely manner.
However, our report indicated a need to do more than a review by
developing additional monitoring procedures.
As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days from the
date of this letter. At that time, we will send copies to Secretary of the
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Treasury, Secretary of Labor, IRS and SEC. In addition, the report will be
available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.
If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact
me at (202) 512-9110 or lucasjudyj@gao.gov. Contact points for our
Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on
the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this
report are listed in appendix III.

Jessica Lucas-Judy
Acting Director, Tax Issues
Strategic Issues
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This report (1) describes the Wage and Investment (W&I) process for
selecting tax returns for audit; and (2) determines how well W&I’s
procedures for selecting tax returns for audit support its mission and goal
to apply the tax law with integrity and fairness to all.
To describe the W&I process for selecting returns for review and audit,
we reviewed documentation on program procedures from the Internal
Revenue Manual (IRM) and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) documents
describing audit procedures. We also interviewed IRS officials who
oversee or who work on W&I’s audit selection process. For context, we
compiled statistical information for fiscal years 2013 and 2014 about W&I
audit program closures from IRS’s Compliance Data Warehouse (CDW)
and Examination Operational Automation Database (EOAD). CDW
provides a variety of tax return, enforcement, compliance and other data.
EOAD has information on the type of issue audited. Our data reliability
assessment included reviewing relevant documentation, interviewing
knowledgeable IRS officials, and reviewing the data to identify obvious
errors or outliers. Based on our testing of the data and review of
documentation and interviews, we determined that these data were
reliable for the purposes of this report. We categorized the data by project
codes with input from W&I audit officials. Because of the recent
realignment of audit duties among divisions, some of the project codes in
our analysis—such as those associated with the Discretionary Exam
Business Rules—are no longer worked by W&I.
To determine how well W&I’s procedures for selecting tax returns for
audit support its mission, we reviewed W&I’s audit selection procedures
and related internal controls intended to help W&I achieve its stated
mission of “applying the tax law with integrity and fairness to all.” 1 We
then assessed whether these relevant W&I procedures followed selected
internal control standards from Standards for Internal Control in the
Federal Government. 2 We also interviewed relevant IRS officials
concerning their understanding of W&I’s mission, objectives, and internal
controls related to W&I’s audit selection. In addition, we reviewed the
Internal Revenue Service’s Strategic Plan FY2014-2017, IRM sections
related to W&I’s mission statement and program objectives, IRS’s policy

1

IRM 1.1.13.

2

GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-AIMD-00-21.3.1
(Washington, D.C.: November 1999).
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statement for audits, information technology controls, W&I’s fiscal year
2014 program letter, and other IRS documentation related to W&I’s audit
selection process, including internal risk assessment documents and
annual meeting notes. 3
To determine which internal control standards were most relevant for our
review, we used the five internal control standards in Standards for
Internal Control in the Federal Government as primary criteria and used
our Internal Control Management and Evaluation Tool to identify specific
factors that could be used to operationalize the internal control standards,
in conjunction with observations from our preliminary audit work. 4 We
assessed whether W&I’s audit selection process addressed the selected
internal control standards by reviewing documentation and interviewing
IRS officials familiar with the selection process. The controls we chose
applied to the processes and procedures that W&I officials described or
for which they provided documentation regarding how audits were
selected. While we relied on documentation demonstrating whether the
standards were addressed, we did not test whether they were
systemically applied.
To determine IRS’s definition of fairness and integrity as it applied to
W&I’s audit selection, we reviewed W&I’s mission statement and other
documentation related to how W&I selects audits for examination and
interviewed relevant IRS officials concerning their understanding of how
integrity and fairness applies to W&I audit selection activities.
We conducted this performance audit from October 2014 to December
2015 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

3

IRS, Strategic Plan: FY2014-2017 (Washington, D.C.: 2014).

4

GAO, Internal Control Management and Evaluation Tool, GAO-01-1008G (Washington,
D.C.: August 2001).
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GAO Contact

Jessica Lucas-Judy (202) 512-9110 or lucasjudyj@gao.gov

Staff
Acknowledgments

In addition to the contact named above, Tom Short (Assistant Director),
Lisette Baylor, Sara Daleski, David Dornisch, Eric Gorman, David Hayes,
Ted Hu, Melissa King, Jeffrey Knott, Sabine Paul, Susan Sato, Stewart
Small, and A.J. Stephens made key contributions to this report.

(451128)
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GAO’s Mission

The Government Accountability Office, the audit, evaluation, and
investigative arm of Congress, exists to support Congress in meeting its
constitutional responsibilities and to help improve the performance and
accountability of the federal government for the American people. GAO
examines the use of public funds; evaluates federal programs and
policies; and provides analyses, recommendations, and other assistance
to help Congress make informed oversight, policy, and funding decisions.
GAO’s commitment to good government is reflected in its core values of
accountability, integrity, and reliability.
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